AMAG Technology Expands Symmetry Mobile App - New functionality supports Return to Work strategies
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Howard Johnson, AMAG Technology President, said “Symmetry Mobile provides an easy-to-use Return to Work remote technology solution....

G4S (LSE:GFS)

AMAG Technology, a G4S company, expands Symmetry Mobile functionalities to support Return to Work strategies for businesses as they reopen. The added features of Symmetry Mobile provide additional controls for a person’s access to corporate sites and facilities. Symmetry Mobile now offers additional screening questions to help reduce the risk of potentially infected employees accessing corporate sites.

With Symmetry Mobile, employees can be required to complete a Return to Work questionnaire on their smartphone. Upon successful completion, their physical access card or mobile credential will be enabled for a specified period of time. If the form is not completed or not completed successfully, the employee would not have access to the site.

Symmetry Mobile’s current features include:

- Symmetry Mobile Health is a mobile application that helps employees and visitors complete an online health screening questionnaire at the start of each workday.
- Symmetry Mobile Access provides a mobile solution to access an organization’s security systems.
- Symmetry Mobile Security is a solution that supports video surveillance, access control, and physical security management.

Symmetry Mobile is available on both iOS and Android platforms.

For more information about Symmetry Mobile, visit www.amag.com/symmetry-mobile.